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Background
Humanity led a fairly peaceful existence in the 21st and 22nd
centuries. Humanity slowly spread out throughout the solar system
establishing colonies big and small. Until 2207 when a small fleet of
nine alien vessels entered the system. Upon seeing the human
colonies they attacked immediately. The first colonies fell quickly but
soon human resistance hardened. Several fleets of human ships
headed towards the alien fleet and engaged. The humans were
confident believing that through numbers alone would the war be won.
As against the nine alien vessels were arrayed approximatively one
hundred and fifty.
Almost as soon as the fight began the humans were in trouble there
weapons were largely ineffective and worst still the aliens had fasterthan-light drives that allowed them to disappear and reappear at the
human fleets exposed flanks causing huge causalities. Eventually
desperation over took the humans and the resorted to ramming the
alien ships this stopped the alien fleet and all but one of the alien
vessels were destroyed. The surviving alien vessel quickly fled, only
a handful of human ships survived. Boarding actions quickly started
against the remaining alien ships and humanity got its first look at the
alien's. They were terrifying creatures with four legs, two arms and a
scorpion tale. The aliens were fast and deadly and fought to the
death taking many humans with them, but eventually they succumb to
sheer weight of numbers.
Almost immediately after the battle finished than the wreckage was
captured by corporations and other organisations, the Skilyth ships,
as they were later named were studied. From this information new
weapons created and there faster-than-light drives copied.
Such new technology revolutionised humanity human technology and
innovation improved exponentially. Within three years of encountering
the Skilyth multiple new colonies were founded within the surrounding
star systems.
This collection of colonies was named the Human Hegemony, it had
no colony recognised ruler but all agreed to mutually protect one
another against an alien threat.
More colonies were found in these new star systems and it was
within this period of expansion that the great Scourge started. Every
Human Hegemony star system came under attack by massive Skylith
forces many colonies were invaded. Exploration vessels travelling to
new star systems also came under attack.
At first many colonies fell, but soon releasing there would be no
mercy the Human Hegemony dug in and fought back this is were the
game begins, in total war.
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Rules
INTRODUCTION
This game is designed to be played by two or more players with 6mm
miniatures. All measurements are made in centimetres. Currently we
do not have our own miniature range however this is something we
would like to do. Why don't you visit our blog
(http://solarscourge.wordpress.com/) to see if you can help us out?

CHARACTERISTICS
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

5

2

2

4

Wounds Initiative Bravery
1

3

2

Save
-

The standard characteristics are shown above. The Speed
characteristic indicates how fast a unit moves, while the Ranged and
Combat characteristics indicates the effectiveness of the unit at
ranged attack and close combat attack respectively. Grit shows how
tough a unit is the wounds indicate how much damage the unit can
take. Initiative is used to determines how the unit responds to
unexpected circumstances, while the Bravery characteristic handles
how the unit responds to frightening circumstances. Finally Save
indicates what kind of special protection a unit has.

CHARACTERISTIC TEST
To pass a characteristic test the unit must roll equal to or under the
characteristic.

TURNS
Each player rolls a dice to see who goes first, the one who rolls
highest goes first. Ties are re-rolled. Each player takes it in turn to
play. Within each players turn there are three phases:
•

Movement

•

Shooting

•

Close Combat

DEPLOYMENT
At the start of the game each player deploys their forces. In their
deployment zone which is usually on opposite sides of the battlefield.
The battlefield is usually a flat area at least 1-2 meters square.
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VICTORY POINTS
The game ends when the victory point limit is reached. The victory
point limit is agreed before the game. As are any special victory point
rules. Victory points are scored by destroying units each destroyed
unit is equal to its number of points. Additional achieving an objective
such as capturing a point on the board, a particular building may also
gain victory points. The number of victory points any objectives are
worth are agreed amongst the players before the game begins.

TO THE DEATH!
Some players may choose to dispose with victory points and just
fight until one side annihilates the other. The choice is yours.

SELECTING YOUR FORCES
You must select your forces up to the points limit you have agreed
with your opponents, by using the army list at the back of this
rulebook. For instance two players may choose to fight a small 250
point battle.

ROLL OFF
Sometimes two players cannot agree, to keep the game moving the
players should roll off. This involves both players rolling a D6 the one
who scores the highest wins the argument. Keep on re-rolling ties.

MOVEMENT
Infantry units either move at any value up to their Speed
characteristic and can still fire. A unit can turn as many times as they
wish.
Alternatively infantry units can march by moving up to double their
Speed characteristic. Units that do this cannot fire.
If the unit moves more than 15cm in a turn they count as being fast
moving.

CHARGING
To charge an opposing unit an Infantry unit must move into base-tobase contact with an opposing unit. A unit doing such an action
cannot fire even if they did not move double their Speed
characteristic. Once a infantry unit is in combat they cannot shoot or
move until they leave combat.

TERRAIN
A unit is in terrain if it is inside a terrain piece. To aid in this all
terrain should be created with a base so that a simple judgement can
be made if the unit is within the terrain. If the unit is partially in the
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terrain then it counts as being inside the terrain if 50% of the base
is inside the terrain piece. If the players still can not agree they
should roll off.
Whilst moving through terrain -1 from the Speed characteristic of the
unit. This is done before any doubling the Speed for marching.
A infantry unit may move inside a vehicle by moving into base-tobase contact with it at any point in the game. Once inside remove the
unit from the board, the unit may not move out of the board until the
following turn. Transported units can exit their transport before or
after the transport has moved simply measure from the base of the
transport to the location you wish to move the unit to.

VEHICLE MOVEMENT
Vehicle movement works in the same way as infantry movement.
Except that a vehicle unit that does not have a Combat characteristic
does not charge an opposing infantry unit instead it performs a run
them down attack.
Simply move through a infantry unit every infantry unit that is passed
through needs to takes a hit with a damage equal to the Grit of the
attacking vehicle. Infantry units can avoid this attack by making a
Initiative characteristic check by rolling less than their initiative on a
D6, if they successfully passes the test the attacking player moves
the units up to 4cm out of the way. Note the vehicle can still fire
when performing a run them down attack.
MOVING THROUGH TERRAIN

Each vehicle unit that is fast moving and moving through terrain must
make a Initiative characteristic check if they fail they suffer a
automatic attack. The attacking score is equal to D6 plus half the
vehicles movement, after modifiers have been applied.

SHOOTING
A unit must shoot at a single closest enemy unit to them.
Only enemy units with the shooting unit has line of sight to can be
shot, units to which there is no line of sight can be ignored when
determining which enemy is closest. To see if a unit has line of sight
simply look from behind the unit to the target if you can see the
enemy unit the model has line of sight. If the players can not agree
they should roll off.
Closest infantry units can be ignored to shoot the closes vehicle unit
instead.
Units in combat cannot be shot and can be ignored for the purposes
of determining which enemy unit is closest.
To shoot a unit simply measure from the base of the shooting unit to
the attacking unit if the unit is in range of the attacking units
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weapons then roll a D6 and add Ranged characteristic to create the
attacking score. If the weapons of a unit gives them multiple attacks
roll a dice for each attack and add the score to each dice roll
separately. Note that rules on combined attack will apply.
If the defending unit is in terrain -1 from the Ranged characteristic.
If the defending unit is fast moving, -1 from the Ranged
characteristic.
When multiple units shoot at the same target follow the rules for
described in the combined attack section.
The resolving damage section explains how to use the attacking
score to damage a enemy unit.

COMBAT
Both players units get to fight in close combat. Units strike in
initiative order. Charging units get +1 initiative.
Tied initiatives strike simultaneously. This means both units could
potentially die. Only units that are in base-to-base contact with
another enemy unit count as being in close combat.
Starting with the unit with the highest initiative roll a D6 and add the
Combat characteristic to create the attacking score.
When multiple units attack the same target follow the rules for
described in the combined attack section.
The resolving damage section explains how to use the attacking
score to damage a enemy unit.
If during combat units that are in close combat fall back from an
enemy the falling back unit must make an Initiative characteristic test.
If the unit passes the test the unit moves back as normal. If the unit
fails the test then all enemy units in base-to-base contact with it get
a free attack, in which they cannot be attacked back. If the unit
survives this attack they move back as normal. If after moving the
falling back unit is out of base-to-base contact it takes no further
part in the combat.

RESOLVING DAMAGE
If the attacking score is equal to or higher than the the defending
unit's Grit characteristic then the attacked unit is damaged.
If the defending unit has a Save characteristic determine if their save
protects them. If you roll more than or equal to the save the damage
is ignored.
If the defending unit is still damaged and the defending unit has a
Wound characteristic greater than one then the unit suffers a wound.
Make a note of this for instance by putting a dice next to the unit
indicating the number of remaining wounds.
If the unit has no remaining wounds then remove the unit. The
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attacking player then rolls a D6 if any enemy units are within 5cm of
the destroyed unit and have a Bravery characteristic less than the
what was rolled on the D6 then those units are moved back towards
their deployment zone by the attacking player. These units are said
to be falling back. Once a falling back unit has completed its fall back
move it is no longer falling back.

DESTROYED TRANSPORTS
If the unit that is destroyed is a transport roll a D6 on a 2+ the unit
being transported is wounded, resolve the wounds against the unit as
usual. If the unit survives the attacking player places the unit within
2cm of the destroyed transport.

COMBINED ATTACKS
When multiple attacks are made you can choose to make them either
against a single unit or against a unit type.

ATTACK A SINGLE UNIT
When attacking the same target roll all the dice together. The player
then chooses the dice that gives the largest score to be the
attacking score. Every six that has been rolled and not used to
create the highest score adds an additional +1 to the attacking score
for each additional six. For example if three sixes are rolled then the
attacking score gets an additional bonus of + 2. In this way many
weaker opponents can take down a larger opponent.

ATTACK THE SAME UNIT TYPE
When attacking the same unit type roll all the dice to wound but do
not combine the results as described in attack a single unit. Instead
allocate each wound to the target unit if the target unit is destroyed
and there unallocated wounds and remaining target units of the same
type within 5 cm of the destroyed unit allocate the wounds to the
next closest target unit. If this unit is destroyed and there are still
unallocated wounds allocate those wounds to any more target units
of the same type within 5cm of the originally targeted unit. Carry on
allocated the wounds in this manner until all the wounds are allocated.

SPECIAL RULES
REGENERATE
At the start of a player turn all units with the regenerate special rule
rolls a D6 and regains a wound if the beat the score indicated with
units regenerate rule declaration.
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TRANSPORT
This vehicle may carry the number of infantry units indicated in the
units transport rule declaration.

FAST
This vehicle may march and still fire its weapons.
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Army Lists
HUMAN HEGEMONY
The collective forces of the human sphere of influence. This consists
of a collection of star systems that have yet to fall to Skilyth.
Weapon

Range

Attacks

Plasma Rifle

20cm

1

Heavy Plasma

30cm

1

Plasma Cannon

50cm

2

PROTECTORS..............................................................10 POINTS EACH

The standard human infantry of the Hegemony. Not well paid or often
well lead but they are often all that stands between the Skilyth and
the helpless civilians of countless colonies.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

5

2

2

4

Wounds Initiative Bravery
1

3

Save

2

-

Infantry, Plasma Rifle
RAVEN............................................................................30 POINTS EACH
A lightweight fast transport designed to quickly redeploy units of
protectors.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

9

4

-
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Wounds Initiative Bravery
1

2

3

Save
5

Vehicle, Heavy Plasma, Transport (2), Fast
RAPTOR.........................................................................45 POINTS EACH
A lightweight fast tank capable of lighting attacks on enemy
positions. While Human Technology pails in comparison to that of the
Skilyth, human engineers have still been able to create some deadly
war machines.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

9

7

-

10

Vehicle, Plasma Cannon, Fast
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Wounds Initiative Bravery
1

2

3

Save
5

SKILYTH
In every direction the Skilyth come there is no end to them.
Weapon

Range

Attacks

Ion Whip

10cm

1

Vortex Cannon

25cm

2

SKILYTH SCORPION...................................................10 POINTS EACH

When the Skilyth reproduce they deposit egg sacks. These sacks
eventually hatch releasing many flying scorpions that eventually grow
into spawn.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

8

-

1

1

Wounds Initiative Bravery
3

1

2

Save
-

Infantry
SKILYTH SPAWN.........................................................15 POINTS EACH

These Skilyth perform most functions in Skylth society. In war they
use swarms to attempt to overwhelm their foes.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

6

3

2

5

Wounds Initiative Bravery
1

4

3

Save
6

Infantry, Ion Whip
SKILYTH BESERKER..................................................25 POINTS EACH

Older Skilyth develop thick skins to ward off shots and seem to only
want to close with the enemy forgoing all ranged weapons.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

6

-

4

6

Wounds Initiative Bravery
2

4

4

Save
5

Infantry
SKILYTH STALKER....................................................95 POINTS EACH

Older Skilyth they have developed thick skins to ward of shots and
seem to only want to close with the enemy forgoing all ranged
weapons.
Speed

Ranged

Combat

Grit

5

9

-
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Wounds Initiative Bravery
2

2

4

Save
4

Vehicle, Vortex Cannon, Transport (1), Regenerate (5+)
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